charges from conservatives that he was taking the United States further down the road toward state socialism. The economic policymakers in the State Department, some of whom had cut their teeth on the reciprocal trade agreement legislation, stepped forward with an answer-multilateralism.
2
The concept was rooted in the free trade ideas of Cordell Hull. The secretary of state, seventy years old in 1941, was the embodiment of old fashioned southern progressivism. As congressman and then senator from Tennessee, Hull had railed against the malfeasances of Wall Street financiers and industrialists who had fashioned monopolies and erected tariff barriers designed to enrich themselves and exploit farmers and workers. Hull's stock-in-trade as America's chief diplomat was, of course, commercial liberalism. Trade barriers-particularly the tariff-retarded production, raised prices, created inefficiency, held down living standards, and thus bred hostility among nations. "Economic Wars," he told the House of Representatives in September 1918, "are but the germs of real wars." He would certainly have agreed with Richard Cobden, the spiritual leader of the nineteenth-century British free traders, who claimed to see "in the Free Trade principle that which shall act on the moral world as the principle of gravitation in the universedrawing men together, thrusting aside the antagonisms of race and creed, and language, and uniting us in the eternal bonds of peace." 4 Hull himself was something of a simpleminded visionary. Like his Populist forebears, the secretary of state chose to believe rather than understand, to put his faith in a few simple truths rather than to clutter his mind with price structures, demand curves, and demographic trends. It remained to Hull's subordinates-Francis Sayre, Harry Hawkins, Henry Grady, Clair Wilcox, and Herbert Feis-to translate his simple obsession into reality.
5 The program advocated by the economic internationalists in the State Department rested on two cornerstones: nondiscrimination and a simultaneous lowering of all trade barriers. In their trade, tariff, and currency exchange policies, nations should not favor one member of the international community over another. Moreover, no exporter or importer, no matter what the person's nationality, should have to contend with "artificial impediments." That is, trade should be conducted purely on economic and not political grounds.
The multilateralists were reacting in part to contemporary developments in international economics. Bilateralism, the signing of exclusive trade agreements between two nations, was the norm in international commerce in the 1930s. The competition to build arsenals and control strategic minerals precluded any chance of a simultaneous reduction of trade barriers.
